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The Correlation of the Performance of      









• Porous materials are often 
d li “ h l ”
Car door system
use  to ne c anne s
• Question: Does the normal    
incidence absorption of 
channel linings correlate with 




• Calculate attenuation in duct lined with elastic porous 
medium
C fi b i• on rm y exper ment
• Then:
id li i h h h l i id– cons er two n ng treatments t at ave t e same norma  nc ence 
absorption coefficients
– One with resistive membrane that partially fills duct
– One without membrane that has the same mass/unit area but 
completely fills duct
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s Fluid phase s Stress in fluid Solve for propagation 




Displacement and stress solutions for porous media
 kCC C C 
 All expressed in terms of six unknown coefficients
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Boundary condition: fully-lined model
2 D f l ti f th
Y
• -  porous ormu a on o  e 
free-wave solution in a lined duct.
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:yv Velocity of sound field
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Surface porosity of membrane
Flexural motion of solid part
Flexural motion of fluid part
Frequency
Flow resistivity of pore
Equations of Motion
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Comparison of predicted and measured normal 
• To obtain material properties of the resistive screen
incidence TL for the perforated membrane
       
• TL measured by impedance tube
20
Eight layers
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Rp/S = 600 * N
N=1,2,4,8
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det( ) 0p G
• The characteristic dispersion equation
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Square duct system and glass fiber layer      
0.5m
• 4-microphone transfer matrix method used to measure 
attenuation at grazing incidence
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Glass fiber and membrane properties    
Glass fiber (yellow)
Em=3360       in vacuo bulk Young's modulus N/m2
eta=0 35 in vacuo loss factor.            
ve= 0.4       bulk poisson's ratio
sigma= 10000    steady state, macroscopic flow resistvity  - MKS Rayls/m2
epsil_ =1.1 geometrical structure factor
OMp=0 99 porosity.
ro1=6.6              bulk density of solid phase
Perforated membrane: modified by the equivalent normal absorption        
performance 
hp1=0.5e-3 thickness of membrane
mss=0 2 mass/area for perforated membrane (kg/m2).      
OMs=0.95 surface porosity
Rpm=350 effective flow resistvity  (MKS Rayls/m3 )
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Comparison of measured and predicted results
( ) ( )xk f j f  
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Freq enc in H
0
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Comparison shows similar absorption 
performance between F and FPM models
1






































































Attenuation Rate of yellow glass fiber
 Fully lined duct shows much higher attenuation
performance than partially filled duct
Y
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FPMA: Total mass/area: 0.464 kg/m2
 Normal incidence absorption is not a good 









• Formulated lined duct model featuring air space, resistive scrim and 
poro-elastic layer.
• Performed experimental measurements of lined duct attenuation rates.
• Showed good agreement between predictions and measurements for 
partially-lined duct case.
• Calculation of normal absorption coefficient for a single porous layer and 
layer with perforated scrim.
• Find the equivalent mass/area and flow resistivity for the perforated 
membrane to have similar normal incidence absorption performance to 
the fully lined model.
• Result shows attenuation performance in axial direction is much lower 
for the layer + scrim case than for the treatment that fills the duct
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